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Class 8 

                 Sample Paper 

[ RESONANCE SPELLDOWN ] 

Section Name Section Details 

Spell Check 
Test your spelling skills 

 

Word Connection 
Find antonyms, synonyms, masculine, 
feminine and other alternative words 

 

Word Makeup 
Identify the right suffix, prefix and compound 

words 

Picture Speak Answer image based questions 

Mingle- mangle Form meaningful words from jumbled letters 

Word Cookie Catch single letter spelling errors 

 

Each Question Carries 1 Mark.                             Time duration - 60 Min. 
 
 

1.  From the given alternatives, choose the word with correct spelling:   [Spell Check] 

 (A) flurescent  (B) fluoorescent  (C) fluorecent  (D) fluorescent 
 

2.  From the given alternatives, choose the word with correct spelling:   [Spell Check] 

 (A) cantaloupe  (B) cantaloup  (C) cantalope  (D) cantalup 
 

3.  From the given alternatives, choose the word with correct spelling:   [Spell Check] 

 (A) liaisson  (B) liaison  (C) liaicon  (D) liason 
 

4.  From the given alternatives, choose the word with correct spelling:   [Spell Check] 

 (A) minuscoule  (B) minuoscule  (C) minuscule  (D) minuscul 
 

5.  From the given alternatives, choose the word with incorrect spelling:   [Spell Check] 

 (A) campain   (B) voltage   (C) tolerance   (D) acknowledgement 
 

6.  From the given alternatives, choose the word with incorrect spelling:   [Spell Check] 

 (A) abbreviate   (B) acept   (C) tornedo   (D) problem 
 

7.  Choose the correct antonym of the given word: 'ADJOURN'      [Word Connection] 

 (A) postpone   (B) recess   (C) recommence   (D) fake 
 

8.  Choose the correct antonym of the given word: 'COMPETENT'      [Word Connection] 

 (A) inept    (B) capable   (C) qualified  (D) cheerful 
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9.  Choose the correct antonym of the given word : 'FOE'       [Word Connection] 

 (A) enemy   (B) adversary   (C) opponent  (D) friend 
 

10  Which of the following is a synonym of 'GAUDY'?       [Word Connection] 

 (A) tasteful   (B) showy   (C) refined   (D) beautiful  
 

11.  Choose the correct synonym of the given word: 'MONOTONOUS'     [Word Connection] 

 (A) tedious  (B) humdrum   (C) interesting   (D) accurate 
 

12.  Choose the correct synonym of the given word: 'IMPETUOUS'      [Word Connection] 

 (A) restrained   (B) careful   (C) reckless  (D) quiet 
 

13.  The person who skilled in the care of hands and feet is _______      [Word Connection] 

 (A) anthropologist    (B) physician  

 (C) chiropodist     (D) None of the above 
 

14.  A number of merchant ships protected by warships is called _______     [Word Connection] 

 (A) coterie    (B) clerk   (C) convoy  (D) collier 
 

15.  One who renounces his religious vows or forsakes his religious principles     [Word Connection] 

 (A) theist  (B) apostate  (C) atheist  (D) bigot 
 

16.  Meaning of the idiom ' Cry for the moon'         [Word Connection] 

 (A) Ask for the impossible   (B) Ask for the possible 

 (C) Life full of quarrels    (D) very nervous 
 

17.  Select the feminine form of the given word: 'bachelor'       [Word Connection] 

 (A) mare   (B) lady   (C) spinster  (D) bachelorette 
 

18.  Select the feminine form of the given word: 'abbot'        [Word connection] 

 (A) abbotess   (B) abbess   (C) niece   (D) heroine 
 

19.  Fill in the blank in the given sentence by adding correct prefixes or suffixes to the given base word.

                            [Word Makeup] 
 

College days are  _____ (memory) days because here only we build ______ (relation) that are 

never ______ (forget). 
 

20.  Fill in the blank in the given sentence by adding correct prefixes or suffixes to the given base word

                               [Word Makeup] 
 

He is _______ (manners), he does not know how to behave with elders. 
 

21.  From the given alternatives, choose the suffix to form a meaningful word : 'Child'            [Word Makeup] 

 (A) like    (B) id   (C) ness   (D) full 
 

22.  From the given alternatives, choose the suffix to form a meaningful word : 'Biology'        [Word Makeup] 

 (A) is .  (B) ical.   (C) ness  (D) ite. 
 

23.  What is the suffix in the word 'enjoyment'?               [Word Makeup] 

 (A) enjoy  (B) en   (C) ment  (D) ent 
 

24.  From the given alternatives, choose the prefix to form a meaningful word: 'Continental'     

         [Word Makeup] 

 (A) pre    (B) pro    (C) trans  (D) re 
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25.  From the given alternatives, choose the correct compound word:             [Word Makeup] 

 (A) backyarad   (B) backyard   (C) beackyard   (D) bakyard 
 

26.  From the given alternatives, choose the correct compound word:             [Word Makeup] 

 (A) stone's throw (B) stonethrow   (C) stonesthrow  (D) stones throw 
 

 

27  Which word below is a compound word?                [Word Makeup] 

 (A) sound  (B) breathtaking  (C) breaking  (D) prompt  
 

28. Select the correct spelling for the given image:            [Picture Speak] 

 

 
 

 (A) pomogranate (B) pomorgranate (C) pamagranate (D) pomegranate 

   
 

29. Select the correct spelling for the given image:   [Picture Speak] 

 
 (A) craling (B) crauling (C) crawling (D) crowling 

   

 

30.  Select the correct spelling for the given image:               [Picture Speak] 
 

 
 

 (A) plain   (B) choper   (C) chopper   (D) plan 
 

31.  Form a meaningful word from the given jumbled letters: 'eeprioscp'  [Mingle Mangle] 

 _______________ 

 

32.  Form a meaningful word from the given jumbled letters: 'ertomn'  [Mingle Mangle] 

 _______________ 

 

33.  Form a meaningful word from the given jumbled letters: 'niocatedu'  [Mingle Mangle] 

 _______________ 
 

34.  Insert the missing letters in the given word:   _ _ _ ice     [Word cookie] 

 (A) n, o , v   (B) n, e,    o   (C) v, a, m   (D) v, o, i 
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35.  Insert the missing letters in the given word: f_ rba_ e    [Word cookie] 

 (A) i,a    (B) o,d    (C) o,e   (D) e,c 

36.  Find the extra letter in the given word from the alternatives: 'Onomatoppoiea'   [Word cookie] 

 (A) e    (B) a    (C) p    (D) n 
 

37.  Find the extra letter in the given word from the alternatives: 'Accountantt'  [Word cookie] 

 (A) a   (B) c    (C) t    (D) n 
 

38.  Find the misspelt word in the given sentence:     [Word cookie] 

 Polar bear is an animal that lives in the extreme cold rigeon. 

 (A) extreme   (B) polar   (C) bear   (D) rigeon 
 

39.  Find the misspelt word in the given sentence:     [Word cookie] 

 Serena sat at the head of the long dining table, his three doghters on his left. 

 (A) serena   (B) dining   (C) head   (D) doghters 
 

40.  Find the misspelt word in the given sentence:     [Word cookie] 

 A Polishh novel, 'Bramy Raju', contains a 40,000-word sentence. 

 (A) polishh   (B) contains   (C) word   (D) sentence 


